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II
ECONOMIC  DEVELOPMENTS

EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENT

Most of the indicators show that in early-2004 rapid economic growth continued 

in the US. The industrial sector confi dence as well as the consumer confi dence index reached 

the highest level of recent years in January-February, and the increase in productivity remained 

high. Although unemployment fell to 5.6% in January, the growth in employment was small and 

United States of America

The nominal exchange rate of the euro against the US dollar strengthened rapidly at the end 

of 2003. From mid-January 2004, the exchange rate has been fl uctuating around 1.20–1.25 

USD/EUR. 

Despite the continuing consolidation of global economic growth, labour markets are still weak 

in most economic areas and infl ationary pressure is small. Therefore, only the central banks 

of Great Britain, Australia and New Zealand have increased interest rates among major 

industrial countries. The European Central Bank (ECB) and the US Federal Reserve have 

hinted, however, that the current low rates are likely to continue for some time. The central banks 

of Sweden, Norway and Canada even reduced the interest rate in early February, expecting 

a slowdown in infl ation.

In the fourth quarter of 2003, the consolidation of global economic growth continued, although 

its extent varied greatly in different economic areas. Thus, the US economy, for example, grew 

4.3% in the fourth quarter and the average annual increase amounted to 3.1%. In the euro 

area the respective indicators were 0.6% and 0.4%, and in Japan 3.6% and 2.7%. Economic 

indicators of early-2004 show continuing recovery of the world economy. Thus, the global 

manufacturing index (PMI), calculated by the investment bank JP Morgan, has been above 

60 points for four months already, testifying to the robust growth of the sector. Acceleration 

of economic growth has been forecast for all major industrial countries (see Table 2.1).
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ylatI 4.1 0.2 2.2 1.2

dnalniF 7.2 1.3 8.0 4.1

nedewS 4.2 5.2 1.1 0.2

napaJ 8.2 6.1 2.0- 2.0-

latot,ymonocedlroW 7.3 2.3 1.2 1.2

Table 2.1. Economic growth and infl ation prognosis

Source: Consensus Forecasts, March 2004

General Background
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Despite the recovery of the euro area economy in the second half of 2003, growth 

fell short of the expectations of most market participants – in the fourth quarter the 

annual growth was 0.6% and the average growth in 2003 was measured at 0.4%. Growth 

in the last quarter was based on the increase in inventory and investment demand, while 

strengthening of the euro prevented taking full advantage of the recovery of external demand. Even 

though several activity indices of the industrial sector point to a certain economic enlivenment in 

early-2004, labour market and private consumption are likely to remain weak for some time.

Weakening price pressure and the base effect of energy prices brought euro area infl ation 

down to 1.6% in February. According to the ECB, such development of prices corresponded 

to the December forecast and general price pressure is decreasing. Although the infl ation rate 

can temporarily accelerate in the second quarter, due to the base effect of the unstable price 

increase in 2003, the average annual infl ation is expected to remain below 2%.

Decline in euro area infl ation has moved the expectations of international fi nancial markets on 

interest rate hikes to a later time. At the beginning of March, the current interest rate level was 

predicted to last until at least the end of 2004.

Japan

Japan’s economic growth accelerated to 3.6% in the fourth quarter of 2003 and the average 

annual growth was 2.7%. This can mostly be attributed to improved external demand and 

recovery of the export sector – the annual growth of industrial production stood at 5.9% 

in December. First signs of recovery were also seen in the investment activity of the private 

sector, although private consumption and public investments still remained moderate.

Despite the acceleration of economic growth, defl ation continued in Japan – consumer prices 

were 0.4% down in December 2003, and the GDP defl ator, which refl ects broader price 

developments, fell 2.5%. The Japanese central bank expects zero infl ation in the near future. 

In order to overcome defl ation permanently, economic growth has to continue at 2.5% for at 

least two years, according to the central bank.

Euro Area

in the industrial sector the demand for labour has been dropping for 42 consecutive months. 

Due to the persistent weakness of the labour market, economic recovery has not led to any 

stronger price pressures, and in January the rise in the annual consumer price index was 

1.9%, with core infl ation at 1.1%. At the end of the fi rst quarter, however, labour market and 

infl ationary pressure showed fi rst signs of growing. 

Large budget defi cit and current account defi cit remain the potential sources of 

danger for the US economy. In early-2004, the 12-month budget defi cit reached a record 

407 billion dollars. If no steps are taken in the near future to reduce the defi cit, both the 

International Monetary Fund and the US Federal Reserve believe that this could lead to 

an increase in long-term interest rates and hence slowing of investment activities. 

Year-on-year, the US exports increased by 11.5% in December 2003 and imports was up 

7.7%. The faster growth of exports was, however, unable to halt the deterioration of the trade 

balance, which had a defi cit of 42.5 billion dollars in December. The 2003 current account 

defi cit amounted to a record 4.9% of GDP.
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Finland and Sweden

Despite global economic recovery, economic growth in Finland failed to meet expectations in 

the fi nal months of 2003. In the fourth quarter, GDP increased by 1.6% (0.4 percentage points 

less than in the third quarter) and the average annual growth was 1.9%. Slow growth was 

mainly due to the weakness of the industrial sector – despite the growth in external demand, 

the volume of industrial output in the fourth quarter was practically unchanged against 2002 

(up just 0.5%) and the volume of goods exports was even 5% smaller.

Throughout 2003, Finnish economic growth was supported by high consumption readiness 

of households. Rapid growth of private consumption continued in the fourth quarter and 

probably also at the beginning of 2004 – in January the annual growth of retail sales exceeded 

6% and new car registrations were up 30% in the fi rst months of the year. Private consumption 

is expected to remain active throughout 2004, affected by further cuts in personal income tax, 

low infl ation and favourable interest rates.

Although fourth quarter economic growth accelerated to 2.3% in Sweden, the average annual 

growth (1.6%) was slower than that in 2002. Like in Finland, faster recovery of economic growth 

was prevented by the weakness of the industrial sector – the annual growth of manufacturing 

and goods exports was approximately 3 percentage points smaller quarter-on-quarter.

Sweden’s labour market weakened throughout 2003, mostly due to the lower labour 

demand in the industrial sector. Unemployment continued to grow also in early-2004 – in 

February unemployment surged to 5.6%, which is the highest level since 1999. Despite the 

continuing decrease of labour demand, confi dence of households remained high and the 

average 2% growth of private consumption was one of the main engines of economic growth 

in 2003. Decreasing infl ation and weakening labour market encouraged the Swedish central 

bank to lower base rates by 0.25 percentage points, to 2.5%, on 5 February.

Latvian economic growth was based on strong domestic demand throughout 2003. Low 

interest rates and high wage increase boosted both investments and private consumption. 

In 2003, economic growth amounted to 7.5%. The nominal growth in exports was 17.2%, but 

due to the faster import growth the defi cit of the current account climbed to an estimated 10% 

of GDP.

High domestic demand and weakening of the nominal exchange rate of the lat against the euro 

led to higher price pressures in 2003 – the average annual increase in consumer prices was 

2.9%, but in January 2004 the annual increase was already 4%.

Lithuania had the fastest economic growth among EU accession countries in 2003, i.e. 9%, 

and in the fourth quarter even 10.6%. Like in Estonia and Latvia, the main engine of economic 

growth in Lithuania is domestic demand, based on investment activity. The annual increase 

in fi xed assets investments was estimated at above 8%.

Despite fast growth, Lithuanian economy saw defl ation in 2003 – consumer prices fell by 1.2%. 

Defl ation continued in early-2004 as well.

Latvia and Lithuania
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In the Czech Republic, economic growth was 2.9% in 2003, reaching 3.1% in the fourth 

quarter. This was mostly based on private consumption and private sector investments, although 

export volume increased as well towards the end of the year. The biggest problem of the Czech 

economy was the growing government defi cit, estimated at 8% of GDP in 2003. 

The economic recession in Hungary fell into the second quarter, and in the second half of 

2003 the GDP growth was already picking up – the annual growth was 2.9% and in the fourth 

quarter growth reached 3.5%. Thanks to an increase in real wages, which considerably exceeded 

productivity growth, and numerous loan benefi ts for private individuals, economic growth was 

mostly based on private consumption. The government defi cit (5.9% of GDP) could exceed 

the government’s target also in 2004. In the fi rst two months of 2004, the government defi cit 

already reached a third of the annual fi gure, and budget problems may force the rating agency 

Fitch to downgrade Hungary’s current credit rating (A-) in the near future.

The economic growth in Poland accelerated to 4.7% in the fourth quarter of 2003. The annual 

growth was measured at 3.7%. The growth in industrial output, which reached almost 18% 

in January 2004, indicates continuing economic recovery. Despite faster growth, labour 

market remained weak in Poland – unemployment began to increase in the third quarter 

of 2003, and in January 2004 the jobless fi gure reached 20.6%. Worsening budget problems 

(defi cit exceeded 4% of GDP in 2003) resulted in growing volatility of the nominal exchange 

rate of the zloty in early-2004.

Central European Countries

According to the Russian economic development ministry, economic growth was 7% 

in 2003 and 7.8% in January 2004. This was based on high commodity prices on the world 

market and growing oil exports. Internal demand was boosted by the average 20.2% increase 

in real incomes and relatively strong labour market. 

Rapid growth of economy and exports also guaranteed better than expected revenue collection 

– the Russian fi nance ministry estimated budget surplus at 1.9% of GDP in 2003. However, it 

has to be kept in mind that nearly half of the revenue came from the fuel and energy sector, 

which indicates the economy’s extremely high dependence on world commodity prices.

Infl ation stood at 12% in 2003, which was the ceiling set in the state budget plan (the last time 

CPI growth corresponded to the government forecast was in 1997). The two main reasons, 

which helped keep consumer prices within the predicted range, were administrative measures 

to halt the increase in tariffs by natural monopolies, and the increase in the nominal exchange 

rate of the rouble.

Russia

In foreign exchange markets, the US dollar continued to depreciate against major 

currencies in the fourth quarter of 2003, which also determined the exchange rate changes over 

that period: the euro gained 6.3%, the yen 4.2%, and the British pound 10.4% (see Table 2.2). 

International Financial and Commodity Markets
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In the fi rst quarter of 2004, weakening of the dollar stopped and the second half of February 

saw the appreciation of the dollar. This was due to several factors, including the decrease of 

speculative sales positions, slight increase in portfolio investments into the US, the possibility 

of the Federal Reserve raising base rates, etc. The euro, which reached its historical high (1.29 

USD) in February 2004, was weakened by European politicians’ comments on the currency’s 

“excessive volatility.” The yen was supported by extensive interventions of the Japanese 

central bank. All these factors contributed to higher volatility of exchange markets. However, it 

is still too early to say that a more permanent turn has taken place in the exchange rate trend 

of the US dollar.

Major stock markets continued in the same direction – the most important share indices 

increased by more than 10% in 2003 (14% in the euro area, 13% in the US, and 12% in Japan; 

see Table 2.3). This tendency was supported by favourable fundamentals: growth in economic 

activity and investments, positive growth outlooks, and low interest rates. At the same time, 

it increased the risk that possible rise in interest rates and passing of the acceleration phase 

of the economic cycle could halt the increase in share prices or even bring prices down. 

Therefore, the growth in share prices slowed down at the end of 2003, and in March 2004 

a slight decrease in prices was registered.

Table 2.2. Changes in exchange rates of major currencies

The monetary policy of major economic regions did not change in 2003 and, thus, bond rates 

remained more or less unchanged (see Table 2.4). As an exception, three-month rates dropped 

in the euro area, as some market agents expected weak economic growth and low infl ation to 

force the ECB to cut base rates in 2004. Ten-year interest rates increased in 2003, but dropped 

in early-2004 and in total as well. This can be attributed to slightly weaker than expected 

economic indicators (moderate growth of employment and low infl ation in the US) as well as 

the purchase of US bonds by the Japanese central bank, which was related to the investment 

of dollars bought in the course of interventions. 
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Table 2.3. Indices of major stock markets

Table 2.4. Interest rates of major bond markets
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On commodity markets, the upward trend of prices continued. The CRB index, which refl ects 

the prices of 22 major commodities, increased by 14% (see Table 2.5). Oil prices increased 

even sharper, by approximately 30% (from 29 dollars to 38 dollars a barrel). The increase 

in oil prices was mainly caused by US low stocks and the fear that their increase would fall 

behind increase in demand. Continuing tensions in the Middle East and the plans of OPEC 

to reduce production also contributed. The price of gold increased by nearly 7% in 2003, due 

to the depreciation of the dollar and the desire of investors to reduce the risks related to the 

possible acceleration of the infl ation rate.

The pickup of economic growth that began in the third quarter continued in the fourth 

quarter of 2003. In the fi nal months of the year, the GDP growth accelerated to 5.8%. Thus, 

the slowest growth was registered in the second quarter when external demand was also 

the lowest. Although the growth rate of goods and services exports was higher than in 2002, 

it was still based on domestic demand deriving from capital infl ow. Annual economic growth 

reached 4.7%.

30.90.03 40.30.81 )%(egnahC

xedniBRC 11.862 15.603 3.41

)lerrab/DSU;ITW(lioedurC 02.92 39.73 9.92

)ecnuo/DSU(dloG 53.583 53.114 7.6

Table 2.5. Changes in commodity markets 

ESTONIAN ECONOMY

Although domestic demand reached its peak in the fi rst quarter of 2003, it increased 

relatively rapidly also in the second half of the year. The biggest growth components 

in domestic demand were investments in general. In the second half of the year, however, 

relatively rapid growth continued only in fi xed assets investments, while inventory investments 

slowed down considerably. 

In 2003, the share of investments reached 33% of GDP. The 27% increase in the imports of 

capital goods shows that the fourth quarter was no exception. However, some major projects 

(reconstruction of Eesti Energia power plants, replacement and increasing of the railway 

rolling stock), as well as active real estate development combined with housing construction 

tend to conceal the fact that investments increased moderately or even decreased in other 

fi elds, including those related to export production. Thus, if subtracting investments made 

into railway cars from the total volume of investments made over the fi rst nine months of 2003, 

the growth of investments in current prices would have been just 3% instead of 14%. However, 

even without these the share of investments would have been large, amounting to just slightly 

short of 30% of GDP1. Due to the expansive interest rate environment, investment activity is 

expected to drop very slowly in the coming months.

Domestic Demand

Investment and Private Consumption

1 In 2003, railway cars were purchased for the sum that equaled approximately 3% of GDP.
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The growth rate of private consumption – the largest component of domestic demand – 

decreased in 2003, but it exceeded the average GDP growth. In the second half of the 

year, the growth in private consumption slowed but there is still not enough evidence to say 

the same about the beginning of 2004. Faster growth in consumption was still based on active 

borrowing from banks and leasing companies.

General Government

Consumption increased faster than in 2002 in the government sector, too. The annual 

growth probably exceeded 5% and the government expenditure was nearly 40% of GDP. Such 

growth was based on better than expected revenue collection. Contrary to expectations, 

the general tax burden did not fall but even increased, amounting to 36.5% of GDP. 

It was mostly the income tax revenue that exceeded forecasts. Successful personal 

income tax collection also points to the fact that the average wage increase was faster than 

expected. Corporate income tax revenue collection was also above target, which points 

to the increased share of profi ts paid out as dividends2, estimated at 30% of total profi ts. 

Characteristically, domestic demand was mostly supported by capital inflow and 

bank loans of private individuals in the years 2002–2003. Therefore, the ratio of consumption 

taxes and GDP remained at 13–14% also in 2003.

Thanks to better than expected revenue collection, the central government budget was 

practically balanced even in the fourth quarter, which has not been the case in previous years. 

Just like in previous years, the consolidated government budget (i.e. general government budget 

plus social security funds) had a surplus in 2003. In contrast, local government budget showed 

a defi cit of 0.4% of GDP. The general government budget had a surplus of 2.6% of GDP, 

which is very good, considering the large current account defi cit.

For 2004, the government drafted a consolidated budget, in which revenue and 

expenditure are balanced. The level of expenditure is expected to be the highest in 

recent years and exceed 40% of GDP. However, the budget is rather tight, because the 

harmonisation of fuel and tobacco excise duties after EU accession will keep the overall 

tax burden high or even increase it. Furthermore, the budget is based on an optimistic 

presumption that all EU structural funds available to Estonia will be utilised. Therefore, 

there is a danger that there would not be enough room for manoeuvring in case of a need 

to support macroeconomic balance by means of fi scal policy. Cash fl ows indicate that revenue 

collection remained relatively strong also in early-2004, and revenue exceeded expenditure. 

The output growth of sectors reflected high domestic demand in 2003. In the 

manufacturing industry, growth was slower than in 2002, but the increase in its share in the 

total value added, which began in 1999, continued and reached 19% (the 1999 average was 

16.5%). Growth was above average also in mining, fi nancial intermediation, and construction. 

In transport, storage and communication, growth was below average, failing to refl ect fully the 

considerable increase in services exports (see Table 2.6). While in 2002 the exports of services 

decreased year-on-year, in 2003 the annual real growth accelerated to nearly 6%. Such growth 

Domestic Supply

Growth by Sectors

2 In Estonia, companies only pay corporate income tax on dividends.
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was mostly achieved in the second half of the year, since in early-2003 diffi cult ice conditions 

caused problems for shipping.

The fi nal quarter of the year was characterised by a slowdown in sectors aimed at the domestic 

market, whereas growth picked up in manufacturing and transport.

With exports growing and domestic demand high, the sales of industrial production 

increased as well, mostly thanks to the growth of manufacturing industry output from 

8.1% to 10.3%. In the second half of 2003, the sales of manufacturing industry output were 

constantly increasing (see Figure 2.1).

Table 2.6. GDP growth by sectors, 2001–2003 (%) 

Sales and Exports of Industrial Production

Figure 2.1. Annual growth of industrial sales
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The import demand of Estonia’s major target markets (EU, including Finland) remained weak 

in the fourth quarter of 2003 and even decreased quarter-on-quarter, leading to a slowdown 

in the annual growth of Estonia’s normal exports to 14.3%. Year-on-year, the growth of Estonia’s 

normal exports accelerated from 9.4% in 2002 to 11.8% in 2003. Alongside the improvement 

of subcontracting export indicators (the 19.6% decline in 2002 was replaced by 5% increase3), 

total exports also increased considerably (the 2002 decline was replaced by 10% growth). 

Since the import demand of Finland and the majority of other euro area countries did 

not increase much in 2003, this pointed to the continuing strengthening of Estonian 

companies’ positions in the world market.

The year 2003 was characterised by the fact that the weak global demand environment 

affected the exports of some branches more than others. The impact of the rise in the nominal 

exchange rate of the kroon also varied across industries. As a result, the growth in export 

volume by groups of goods and destination countries was very uneven. Thus, the growth in the 

normal exports of several medium-sized export industries (chemical products, metals, mineral 

products) exceeded 20%, and the growth in machinery and equipment exports reached even 33%. 

At the same time, the direct exports of larger industries, such as timber and furniture, increased 

at a more moderate rate (8% and 14%, respectively), the growth in textile exports was small 

(1.5%), and the direct exports of food products decreased (see Table 2.7).

In 2004, export growth is expected to accelerate and these prospects are mainly based 

on expected higher external demand. Growth expectations are particularly high for export 

earnings. The growth in goods exports was slightly faster in the fi rst months than that at the 

end of 2003, particularly in normal exports.

The seasonally and working-day adjusted data of January 2004 on industrial production4 

indicate that relatively rapid growth continued at the beginning of the year (manufacturing 

output increased by 9.5%), while the growth indicators of food products and timber improved. 

At the same time, the production of textiles, clothing and furniture decreased, probably due to 

continuously weak external demand.

2002 3002 egnahC ecneulfnI

dooF 926,4 785,4 24- %2.11-

stcudorplareniM 583,1 045,1 551 %6.14

stcudorplacimehC 854,3 931,4 186 %0.381

raewtoofdnagnihtolC 246,4 517,4 37 %7.91

foerehtstcudorpdnarepap,rebmiT 248,9 395,01 157 %7.102

stcudorplatemdnaslateM 340,3 786,3 446 %0.371

tnempiuqednayrenihcaM 593,3 615,4 021,1 %0.103

tnempiuqetropsnarT 840,2 762,2 912 %9.85

erawstrops,erutinruF 498,4 465,5 076 %1.081

rehtO 036,1 300,2 273 %0.001

latoT 669,83 016,34 446,4 %8.742,1

Table 2.7. Volume of normal exports by groups of goods (EEK m) 

3 The improvement of subcontracting export derives partly from a weak comparison basis, although certain positive 

tendencies could be seen in the last months of the year. Thus, in the fourth quarter of 2003, the subcontracting export 

volume was above the 2001 average, although it fell short of the 2000 average. However, the subcontracting export trend 

promises improvements also in early-2004.
4 Data on industrial sales was unavailable at the time of compiling the present analysis and therefore production data 

has been used.
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Increased government saving was unable to balance declining private saving. On the whole, 

domestic saving remained practically unchanged against 2002 or decreased slightly, 

and all investments exceeding domestic saving were fi nanced from foreign saving. 

The growth of domestic demand remained relatively fast, thus putting pressure on the external 

balance as well. 

An increase in investment demand led to the growth in the imports of investment goods and 

hence the growth in the trade defi cit. As already mentioned, trade defi cit was caused by 

increasing the railway rolling stock. As a result, the transport services import even decreased 

slightly and the growth in services exports, which began in the second half of 2003, resulted 

in such an improvement in the services balance that it more than compensated the worsening 

of the trade balance (see also Background Information, page 19).

The current account defi cit amounted to 13.7% of GDP in 2003, up approximately 

1.5 percentage points against 2002. In the fourth quarter the gap widened further. 

While in 2002 the current account defi cit mostly increased due to the deterioration of the goods 

and services balance, in 2003 the income balance worsened as well, due to an increase 

in reinvested income (see Figure 2.2).

External Balance

Direct investments made up about 60% of the fi nancing side of the balance of payments 

and, as a result, the total external debt of the Estonian economy reached nearly 75% 

of GDP by the end of 2003. Short-term external assets of Estonian residents increased 

at a slower rate than before, which contributed to the net external debt/GDP ratio, bringing it 

to 16.5%.
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Figure 2.2. Current account and its sub-balances (% of GDP)

The year 2003 was characterised by slow employment growth. In the fourth quarter the 

annual growth accelerated to 2.4%, but the annual average remained at 1.2%. Although 

the growth was mostly based on domestic demand, the number of jobs increased also 

Labour Market

Employment and Unemployment
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in manufacturing and transport. By economic activity, employment growth was strongest in the 

service and sales sector (+13.4%). In total the number of skilled workers increased 5.6%, but 

decreased the most in farming and fi shery (-22.3%).

The year-long growth in the employment rate continued also in the fourth quarter (+1.3 

percentage points), but varied across regions. In north-eastern and western Estonia, 

employment fell due to people leaving the labour market. In Tallinn and central Estonia, 

employment increased mainly thanks to the drop in unemployment. In northern Estonia 

(excluding Tallinn), the number of participants in the labour market increased, as well as the 

number of the employed. For the whole 2003, most positive developments took place 

in the labour market of southern Estonia.

The creation of new jobs reduced the unemployment rate in 2003. In the fourth quarter 

unemployment fell by two percentage points year-on-year and stood at 9.3%, which is 

the smallest indicator since the Russian crisis. Unemployment decreased across all age groups, 

on the account of declining job search activity among 15–24 year olds and robust increase 

in employment among older people. Long-term unemployment decreased as well. The share 

of people without a job for 12 months or longer dropped from 53% in 2002 to 46% in 2003.

While employment showed a positive development in 2003, the growth in labour costs raised 

several issues. Although nominal wage growth was slower than in 2002, it was insuffi cient for 

adjusting the increase in real wages in the conditions of record low infl ation (see Figure 2.3). 

Rapid increase in wages continued also in the fourth quarter, amounting to 9.4% year-on-year. 

In 2003, the average growth in real wages stood at 8.3% (7% in 2002).
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Figure 2.3. Annual nominal changes in average wages, wage fund and GDP
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